
Dear Chief 811 

Chapter 811: Let Others Find Out That She Is A Woman 

 

Everyone was stunned by Gu Qiqi’s androgynous face! 

‘The light from ordinary crystal lights above her head actually lit up the entire room like bright 

spotlights. 

Her face simply made people want to possess it ruthlessly! 

Be it men or women! 

“Not bad, not bad. I’ve never seen a man look so good…” 

“Old Liu, you still know how to play. I didn’t play with men in the past. However, if it’s this young man 

tonight, I don’t mind making an exception!” 

“Tsk. This handsome boy has quite a character. I like this kind of resistance. It’s exciting!” 

Everyone didn’t think that Gu Qiqi had the ability to really “resist” them at all. 

‘Who were they? 

‘The famous scumbags in the high society in the Imperial Capital dared to do anything and play with 

everyone. Everyone was rich in business. Even if they killed someone, they had a way to settle it. 

Ordinary people didn’t dare to provoke them at all. 

Unfortunately, Gu Qigi wasn’t an ordinary person! 

She stood coldly in the middle and a trace of ridicule appeared on her lips. “It seems that the lesson 

from last time wasn’t deep enough.” 

President Liu took advantage of the fact that there were many people and arrogantly stretched his neck. 

His eyes shone. “Hehe, thank you for letting me see your true colors last time. I originally thought that 

you were just a seductive young man, but I didn’t expect that you were actually… Hehe! Brothers, 

what are you waiting for? Go on, I’ll make sure you have a surprise tonight… You can do it both front 

and back… Hehe…” 

President Liu kept them guessing and hoped that when Gu Qiqi was stripped naked later, everyone 

would realize that she was a woman! 

‘These greasy old men would definitely be even crazier! 

Hahaha, no one had played with a boy’s face on a girl’s body before, right? 

‘That would definitely be quite exciting! 

Gu Qiqi’s eyes turned cold! 

It turned out that this greasy man had already recognized her identity! 

Since that was the case. 



Then he couldn’t stay. 

He knew too much! 

Killing intent immediately flashed across her eyes! 

Unfortunately, the men didn’t realize that danger was about to arrive. 

Someone deliberately smiled and joked, “I heard that this handsome young man threw a lot of money at 

the Stone Gambling Hall just now. Could he be a small tycoon from some family in the capital who has 

some impressive background? Wouldn’t it be bad if we mess with him?” 

President Liu pursed his lips. “Forget it! Don’t think that she’s quite pretentious after spending so much 

money. Let me tell you, she’s actually just a poor student at the Empire Medical University! She’s bullied 

by my son every day and can only be stepped on and eat dirt! What kind of background does she 

have! The money she spent on stone gambling is not hers at all. It’s said that the man who kept her gave 

it to her!” 

Gu Qigi sneered in her heart. Was President Liu’s son from the Empire Military Medical University? 

The student surnamed Liu who went against her… Could it be Liu Guanghui? 

Looking at it, the greasy man and the fat Liu Guanghui were really similar. They were both greasy and 

disgusting. 

However… was she bullied by Liu Guanghui? Was she trampled on the ground and eaten dirt by Liu 

Guanghui? 

Heh heh, there must be a mistake, right? 

The truth was the opposite. Liu Guanghui was completely suppressed by her from the start until the 

end, okay? 

She defeated Liu Guanghui instantly in the school tournament yesterday, okay? 

This man really lied without thinking. 

“Oh my, will it be troublesome to offend his financier…” 

“What trouble! Didn’t you see that I have a camera and flashlights today? Let’s go up together later and 

have a good time before taking all the photos… Do you think his financier will pity a toy that has been 

played with until it’s broken? Would he help someone we’ve played with to vent his anger? Of 

course not, he’ll abandon her!” 

Chapter 812: What Was This?! 

 

CEO Liu concluded smugly that Gu Qiqi wouldn’t be able to escape calamity tonight! 

It had to be known that the soundproofing effect of this room was very good. No one would respond to 

her cries! 

‘The men were itching from CEO Liu’s words. They finally couldn’t hold it in anymore and rushed 

forward! 



He watched as Gu Qiqi was about to be drowned in a pile of greasy men 

Suddenly! 

For some reason, the lights suddenly went out! 

Then, a series of wails sounded mournfully! 

In the darkness and chaos, before the men could react, they were stabbed in all their vital spots one 

after another. 

Everyone’s necks and chests had been slashed! 

Blood spurted everywhere. 

They couldn’t see in the darkness, but they could smell the strong smell of blood. 

“It’s him! It’s Ye…!” Everyone reacted in fear. 

The seemingly weak little boy just now actually had such a terrifying explosive force. 

Before anyone could figure out how he moved, he had already stabbed everyone! 

If his knife had been a millimeter deeper, they would have been dead! 

In an instant, everyone felt their blood run cold. 

Why didn’t Young Master Ye kill them? Would he keep them for an even more terrifying torture? 

“You’re right. There’s naturally a use for keeping you alive.” Gu Qiqi said coldly in the darkness. 

‘That voice was so cold that it made people tremble. 

“Hero, have mercy! Have mercy!” This group of arrogant men had to lower themselves to beg for mercy. 

Who asked them to lock the door and even leave their bodyguards outside in order to have fun? 

‘They thought that it would be easy for more than ten people to deal with a little boy. 

Who would have thought that this little boy was so vicious! 

Gu Qiqi snapped her fingers. Immediately, the little dirty turtle controlled the switch of the crystal lamp. 

With a loud bang, the entire room lit up! 

Everyone in the room was injured and looked extremely miserable. Only Gu Qiqi was unscathed. 

She walked to the camera and placed her hand on the recording button. She said indifferently, “It’s not 

difficult to live either. Do what you wanted to do to me just now to that person surnamed Liu, and I’ll 

spare your lives!” 

What?! 

Everyone was petrified. 

‘What they wanted to do to him just now. 

Wouldn’t that make them take turns against President Liu?! 



“No, don’t listen to him!” CEO Liu howled. 

He had played with countless little boys in his life, but he never expected that one day, he would 

become the one lying down and being raped! 

Everyone naturally could not bring themselves to say anything to President Liu. He was too fat and 

greasy. They were very worried that they could not lift him. 

But! 

The threat of life was in front of them. Even if they could not raise him, they had to do their best! 

“Everyone, don’t be rash. We can definitely deal with this little bastard if we work together…” President 

Liu roared in despair. 

Gu Qiqi sneered. “Sure, let’s try it then?” 

The lights went out again! 

Gu Qiqi’s cold voice was terrifying. “Every time the lights are turned off, I’ll harvest an dishonest and 

dirty hand. How about that?” 

“Ah!” CEO Liu’s scream rang. 

The lights lit up again. 

CEO Liu’s left hand was really gone! 

No one dared to take chances anymore. This boy was too savage! 

Everyone rushed forward and pressed President Liu under them. 

‘The button on the camera was turned on with a bang and the recording started. 

Gu Qiqi curved her lips and wiped her hands with a disinfectant tissue. 

‘When Bai Lang finally pried open the door with great difficulty 

What he saw was such an indescribable scene. 

A group of men was bullying a man to his death, and that person wasn’t Young Master Ye! 

Young Master Ye wiped his hands leisurely and prepared to leave! 

“Holy shit, what is this!” Bai Lang was dumbfounded. 

Could this Ye person be more handsome and charming! 

Chapter 813 A Gentleman’s Smile 

Gu Qiqi’s coldness and calmness formed a stark contrast to the filthy and crazy middle-aged men behind 

her. 

Bai Lang was stunned. 

The flower pot in his hand swayed and shattered on the ground! 

How did this Young Master Ye escape the crisis of being bullied by so many men alone? 



It was simply incredible! 

After a while. 

When Gu Qiqi leisurely used a disinfectant paper to wipe her long and slender fingers, she walked past 

him. “Excuse me! I’m going out for a while. You can slowly watch the fun.” 

Her clear voice was like the sound of nature and struck Bai Lang in an instant. 

Only then did Bai Lang wake up from his daze. “Wait! Young Master Ye—”. “Young Master Bai, is 

anything the matter?” Gu Qiqi stretched out her hand slightly and picked up a white rose that had 

bloomed beautifully from the broken flower pot. 

She didn’t expect to bump into Bai Lang here. 

From the looks of it, he was planning to save someone with a flower pot? 

Why didn’t she realize that Bai Lang had such a brave side? 

Furthermore, it was so funny. Was he sure that he could beat those men inside with a broken flower 

pot? 

Gu Qiqi picked up the flower and smiled. 

She only felt that Bai Lang’s actions were too funny and couldn’t help but laugh. 

Little did she know that this playful smile was simply a fatal blow in Bai Lang’s eyes! 

Bai Lang seemed to have been struck by lightning and froze on the spot. His voice trembled slightly as he 

muttered, “You, you, you know my surname is Bai?” 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows. Oh, no. She had forgotten that she was in a male outfit now. The male 

version of Gu Qiqi shouldn’t know Bai Lang. 

However, this was a good joke. 

Couldn’t he just say a few lines casually? 

“Young Master Bai is handsome and elegant. He’s famous. Who wouldn’t know that he often comes to 

Dige?” 

She realized that ever since she found out that Bai Lang was not Little Lemon’s “uncle’, she could still 

find some strengths from this unreliable young master. Occasionally, he would look a little cute. 

In fact, when she thought back to the times when she and Bai Lang had argued with each other, many of 

Bai Lang’s performances were very cute. For example, he had been tricked by Gong Jue into jumping off 

a plane and thinking that he was going to die. He had also gritted his teeth and looked helpless when he 

had been tricked by the medicinal herbs in the entire pharmacy. When she had disguised herself as 

Granny Ye to trick him, he had looked so sincere and respectful as he fawned over her. When he had 

instigated the young boy to provoke the old man and failed, he had looked so angry and helpless… 

Heh heh, she should praise him now as compensation for mistreating him back then. 



When Bai Lang heard these words of praise, his expression froze. 

Then, he waved his hand desperately. “No, no, no. Actually, I’m not a playboy at all. It’s all their 

nonsense! I’m especially honest. Yes, I’m shy. Yes, I’m especially embarrassed when I see strangers. I 

even blush when I greet them. How can I have a reputation outside? Don’t believe their nonsense, 

Young Master Ye! They’re all jealous of my innocence and deliberately slandering me!” 

His explanation was so convincing! He was flustered! 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. Little Lang Lang, I was just joking. Can you not be so serious? However, when 

she thought about how Bai Lang praised himself for being pure, shy, and honest, she really couldn’t help 

but laugh. 

If these words had a soul, they would cry, right? Gu Qiqi’s smile was as bright and pure as the spring 

breeze, stunning Bai Lang. 

He had never seen such a good-looking man in his life! 

Chapter 814 Gong Jue, Do You Know How It Feels To Be In Love? 

Realizing that Bai Lang was watching her, Gu Qiqi thought that Bai Lang recognized her. 

In order to prevent herself from being exposed, she quickly stopped joking and stuffed the white rose in 

her hand into the front pocket of her white Lang suit. “Thanks!” With that, he turned around and left 

without hesitation. 

“Young Master Ye!” Bai Lang shouted from behind. 

He chased after her. 

Who would have thought that this Young Master Ye’s footsteps were simply abnormally 

fast? 

It was as if he had stepped on a wheel of fire. He had run so fast that he could fly, but he still could not 

catch up. 

Clang! 

He was blocked by the tightly shut elevator door. 

Bai Lang pounded on the door in frustration. “I didn’t even get a number… What a failure!” 

This was simply the darkest failure in his history of flirting with girls! 

Perhaps… was it because the other party wasn’t a girl? 

So his old methods weren’t effective? Bai Lang lowered his eyes in thought. 

He regretted his poor performance just now. 

Suddenly, the fragrance of the white rose entered his nose. 



He carefully picked up that flower and dug out his precious velvet handkerchief that was worth tens of 

thousands of dollars. He gently wrapped the flower up. This flower was given to him by Young Master 

Ye. Its meaning was unusual. He had to store it well. 

Wait a minute! 

He suddenly realized something at the bottom of the flower. 

It was cold and green… 

When he took it off, he saw that it was actually an emerald jade ring! Such a heavy and perfect piece of 

emerald was at least worth a few million dollars. 

Bai Lang’s heart skipped a beat. 

Suddenly, he laughed out loud. “Hahahaha, Young Master Ye really treats me differently. He gave me 

such a precious emerald. Does that mean that he’s willing to be my friend…” 

Although he didn’t get his phone number, he had successfully conquered him! 

Young Master Ye must have seen him act bravely for a just cause and felt that he was especially 

handsome and kind! 

Bai Lang was so happy that he spun around on the spot. 

Unable to contain the excitement and joy in his heart, he courted death and called Gong Jue again. 

“Little Jue, can you tell me what it’s like to be in love?” 

Gong Jue was in the middle of a serious research conference. 

Anger surged from her heart at his unreasonable question. 

Before he could speak, Bai Lang answered his own question slyly. “I think that the feeling of being in love 

is like being drunk. It feels extremely good! Also, you won’t be able to help but drink more…” 

Gong Jue took a deep breath. 

He wanted this bastard to taste the taste of being beaten up… 

On second thought. 

Gu Qiqi had already begged for mercy for this bastard. He would give his wife face and not argue with 

this bastard anymore. This guy was also pitiful. There wasn’t even a woman in the African base. He 

might have been holding it in too much. 

“You’re not completely right. I think that dating feels like shooting at a target. In the beginning, you 

could only wander around outside the tenth ring. You couldn’t experience that exquisite feeling. When 

you really hit the center of the tenth ring one day, you’ll know how satisfying it is. From then on, you’ll 

want to hit that spot ruthlessly every day… Every day that you don’t hit it, you’ll feel unhappy all over 

again! Also, you’ll want to take that target for yourself and won’t allow any other man to hit it…!” 

As Gong Jue spoke, his lips curved up slightly. 



He seemed to be very proud of his comparison. Who knew that Bai Lang did not hear a word and instead 

smiled like a fool! 

Chapter 815: An Earth-shattering Love 

 

“Heh heh, Master Jue, you’re still too inexperienced. You don’t understand. It turns out that a real 

relationship can transcend everything. Things like status, age, or gender don’t matter…” 

When he said his last words, Bai Lang’s voice lowered, but the corners of his lips were still curled up. 

Gong Jue was speechless. 

His face immediately darkened! 

This brat actually dared to refute his concept of love. 

True love didn’t differentiate status or age? 

Which bastard was it that called him a few minutes ago to persuade him to give up on Gu Qiqi? He said 

that he and Gu Qiqi were not suitable for each other because of their age and status! 

This was moving too fast. 

“Tm not talking to you anymore. You won’t understand even if I tell you. You only know how to date 

that kind of vulgar love in the secular world. As for me, Bai Lang, I’m destined to have… an earth-

shattering relationshi 

Bai Lang swore and hung up the call in satisfaction. 

Gong Jue was speechless. This was the second time in his life that someone had taken the initiative to 

hang up the call! 

How dare this bastard Bai Lang say that his relationship with Gu Qiqi was vulgar? 

He was courting death! 

‘They were clearly a love that was one in a million! 

It seemed like he had to find time to show off his love and abuse dogs, lest some single people remain 

ignorant. 

He threw down the phone and looked up. He saw that the engineers and higher-ups in the meeting 

room were all shocked and stiff. 

‘The Chief had just expressed his views on love! 

It was a genuine concept of love, not research. 

They were so frightened that they could not speak or breathe! 

At night. 

After Gong Jue returned home, he went straight to the bedroom. 



Seeing that Gu Qiqi’s fever had subsided and she was lying obediently by the bed flipping through 

medical books, he relaxed a little. 

God knew how worried he was when she got sick! 

He hugged her snake-like waist and suggested, “When are you going to have a meal with my brothers?” 

He felt that he had to abuse Bai Lang, Gong Sheng, and Bai Yueyuan. 

Thus, the best way was to organize a meal and torture the dogs together! 

Gu Qiqi looked up and her heart skipped a beat. 

Cough, cough, cough. Were they going to meet their brothers before confirming their relationship? 

No. 

What if they couldn’t be together in the future? How embarrassing would that be? 

His brothers would laugh at him, right? 

Just as she revealed a trace of hesitation, Gong Jue immediately became unhappy. “Why? You don’t 

want to go?” 

Gu Qiqi’s big eyes rolled around and she hurriedly made up a ready-made excuse. “No, I’m just 

preparing for the school tournament recently. Isn’t there still the finals? I’m so busy.” 

“It’s fine not to go to that kind of lousy competition.” 

Lousy competition 

Gong Jue, is it really good for you to evaluate the Empire Medical University’s most prestigious medical 

competition like this? 

Gu Qiqi explained, “I’m not really going for the competition for fun. The main thing is that I want to get 

first place and get the chance to read the Medicine Manual.” 

Gong Jue said, “Isn’t it just a lousy medicine book? I’ll get Feng Yangchu to hand it to you with both 

hands! If he dares to say no, I’ll kill him with a gun!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. Indeed, this stupid man would become simple and crude in less than three 

seconds! 

Feng Yangchu’s personality was that he would rather die than submit. It might really be useless for him 

to draw his gun! 

However, she would not scold Gong Jue so directly. 

She knew that it was best for a certain man if she played along. “Apart from being busy with the school 

tournament, Grandpa has a gathering these few days and wants me to go over too. You know that once 

I’m busy, my face will turn a little pale. Meeting your brother like this won’t give you face.. Why 

don’t we meet your brother when we’re free later, okay?” 

Chapter 816: Destroy Him! 

 



Indeed, gentle persistence was the ultimate skill! 

Upon hearing this, Gong Jue focused his gaze on Gu Qiqi’s small face. His big palm gently caressed Gu 

Qiqi’s fair and porcelain skin. 

She seemed to be too white, to the extent that she was a little pale. 

He nodded. “Okay.” 

Then, he raised his voice and called the butler in. “What tonics do we have at home? Take out all the 

century-old ginseng, ganoderma spores, cordyceps, and so on! Make soup! A bowl a day!” 

Gu Qiqi was shocked. “There’s no need. It’s not convenient here…” 

Gong Jue said, “Yes, it’s inconvenient.” 

Just as Gu Qiqi thought that he would give up this thought because of this 

Gong Jue continued to order. “We’re not staying here for long. It’s not convenient to stew soup here. 

Move all those tonics to the Mo Garden! If there’s anything missing, buy it for me at the Medical Hall 

now! I want the best!” 

Gu Qiqi held her forehead and coughed lightly in embarrassment. “Ahem, you can’t randomly give me 

tonics…” 

Gong Jue was stunned. Then, he lowered his head and whispered into her ear, “I heard that there’s 

another method that’s very nutritious. Do you want to try it?” 

“What way?” Gu Qiqi hadn’t reacted yet. 

Gong Jue curved his lips and bit her ear. “The art of sex! It’s great nourishment!” 

Gu Qigi’s small face flushed red. 

Stupid man! 

He dared to say anything! 

Upon hearing the ambiguous conversation between the two of them, the butler blushed and hurriedly 

left. 

‘The next morning. 

Gu Qiqi got out of bed energetically. 

Gong Jue had originally given her three days off, but she insisted that she was fine and insisted on going 

to school. 

Gong Jue refused with a straight face, but Gu Qiqi leaned over and kissed him. 

His principles immediately collapsed. 

He instructed Assistant Lu to send her luggage and a large pile of supplements back to Mo Garden. 

He drove Gu Qiqi to school personally. 



Special Assistant Lu carried the tonics. Before he left, he couldn’t help but report to Gong Jue in a low 

voice. “Master Jue, Young Lady Qiqi went to Dige to gamble with stones yesterday…” 

Gong Jue said, “Isn’t she supposed to be resting at home with a fever? Why didn’t you drag her back?!” 

Frowning, he glanced at Gu Qiqi, who was walking in front. That slender and charming figure was really a 

restless little fellow! 

Special Assistant Lu coughed lightly in embarrassment. “Our people saw that Young Lady Qiqi was quite 

happy. We couldn’t bear to disturb her. But later…” 

“What happened after that?” 

“Later on, someone wanted to scheme against Young Lady Qiqi…” 

“Who is it?!” 

“Some… men who usually play with CEO Liu from Yuhui Corporation…” Special Assistant Lu carefully 

chose his words. 

However, once the words “CEO Liu of Yuhui Corporation” were out. 

Gong Jue’s face darkened. 

It was no secret in the circle that CEO Liu liked to play with little boys. 

Alarge group of people who liked this gathered around him. 

Gu Qiqi went in a male outfit yesterday. 

Wasn’t it obvious what CEO Liu was thinking?! 

Gong Jue’s voice turned cold. “Destroy him!” 

Special Assistant Lu’s expression turned cold. He lowered his voice and said, “Master Jue, Young Lady 

Qigi wasn’t harmed at all last night. Instead, she beat him at her own game and tortured that Liu guy 

until he was half-dead. This morning, the video of that Liu guy fooling around with a group of men 

has already spread on the Internet. In the future, his reputation will be ruined…” 

“I told you to destroy him for me! Don’t you understand?” Gong Jue’s voice was cold and powerful! 

Special Assistant Lu’s legs trembled. 

He suddenly understood what Gong Jue meant. 

It was Gu Qiqi’s business to take care of those scumbags. 

It was another matter for Gong Jue to stand up for his woman! 

Chapter 817: Her Period Should Be Gone, Right? 

 

Gong Jue added coldly, “Shouldn’t you guys be more careful?” 

Special Assistant Lu broke out in cold sweat. 



‘What Master Jue was angry about was that when they arrived yesterday, Young Lady Qiqi had already 

finished dealing with the scumbags. 

“Papal” 

The boy’s childish voice traveled from the staircase landing. 

Gong Jue’s face stiffened. “What is it?” 

Was this brat going to cause trouble for Qiqi again? 

But what was completely unexpected was. 

The boy blinked his big black grape-like eyes, “Daddy, you… are leaving again? Is it because I’m not 

obedient and you don’t want me anymore?” 

It turned out that he was worried that he would leave without saying goodbye! 

Gong Jue’s heart softened for some reason. “No. I’m going on a business trip. I’ll come back to see you in 

a few days.” 

The boy tolerated it and remained silent. 

‘What business trip? He was simply flying with the female fox and didn’t want him to be in the way, 

right? 

Did she think that he was easy to fool just because he was a three-year-old? 

Gong Jue rubbed his head. “Don’t do anything stupid in the future, nor do anything to hurt yourself 

because of negative emotions. Do you understand?” 

The boy agreed. 

He was indeed not smart enough to pretend to be sick last night. 

He would definitely have some IQ next time! 

“Daddy, will you live with that fox… that auntie in the future?” 

“Yes.” 

“Then, will I have a younger brother and sister too?” 

“Yes.” It would be best if they had one of each. Gong Jue couldn’t help but think about it. 

The boy pouted dejectedly and said in an old and experienced manner, “Then I’m an orphan.” 

Gong Jue was angry and amused. “What orphan! If I’m still alive, you’ll never be an orphan!” 

As he spoke, he carried the boy and said seriously, “You’re my proudest eldest son.” 

The little packrat’s eyes welled up with tears. 

Gong Jue had never said such sweet words to him! 

Were all men in love so childish and boastful? 

But these childish words were really pleasant to listen to! 



No wonder the female fox was so happy with his father every day. Did his father coax her every day? 

Thinking about this, the boy felt especially sad. 

When he heard that Uncle Bai Lang was back, he wanted to discuss a countermeasure with Uncle Bai 

Lang! 

Although Uncle Bai Lang’s IQ wasn’t too good, at least he was on the same side as him! 

In the car. 

Gu Qiqi saw that Gong Jue’s expression wasn’t good. 

She didn’t disturb him and read her book quietly. 

Halfway through, Gong Jue suddenly said without rhyme or reason, “Don’t run around in the future!” 

Gu Qiqi looked at him inexplicably. Remembering that she had sneaked out to play yesterday and nearly 

met with an accident, she nodded guiltily. 

“Tm going on a business trip for a few days. Be good at home. If there’s anything, find Special Assistant 

Lu to handle it,” Gong Jue instructed. 

Gu Qiqi nodded again. 

‘The stupid man wasn’t around these few days? Then, she could have fun again! 

“When I return, your period will be over, right?” Gong Jue suddenly asked. 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

Why did you mention this? Oh, I can’t lie happily anymore! 

In the classroom. 

The moment he entered, Qiu Qiu beamed with joy as if he was holding a treasure. He handed a stack of 

newspapers to Gu Qigi. “Master! Look, it’s so satisfying! Liu Guanghui’s father is unlucky! I was 

wondering why Liu Guanghui was so wretched. So his father is not a good person either. He actually 

messed around with a group of old men and ended up killing himself!” 

Gu Qigi raised her eyebrows. “Oh? He’s dead?” 

She didn’t expect those old men to be so strong. 

That was good too. The dead could protect their secrets best. 

No one would know that she was Young Master Ye. 

“Yes, yes! Also, don’t you think it’s strange? That group of old men who messed with him also went 

bankrupt this morning. Those who went to jail were thrown into jail! Indeed, they died a horrible death 

because of that Liu guy!” 

“Oh? This is actually the outcome…” Gu Qigi was quite surprised. 

Her video could at most ruin these people’s reputation, but it couldn’t cause them a substantial blow. 

How could it be such a coincidence that these people were unlucky at the same time? 



As she was thinking about this, a bone-chilling male voice traveled from outside the door.. “Gu Qiqi!” 

Chapter 818: Gu Qigi, You Killer 

 

Gu Qigi and Qiu Qiu were discussing the outcome of the greasy President Liu when the fierce-looking Liu 

Guanghui barged into the pharmacy class with a dark expression. 

Liu Guanghui today was different from usual. 

His hair was a little messy and he seemed to have not changed his clothes for the entire night. There was 

a faint rotten smell. There was also a black cloth tied to his arm—that was the symbol of mourning. 

Liu Guanghui’s eyes reddened. He stared at Gu Qigi as if he was staring at an enemy. “Gu Qiqi, you 

murderer!” 

A murderer? 

Heh heh, what a big accusation. 

Qiu Qiu blocked Gu Qigi. “Hey, Liu Guanghui, watch your mouth!” 

Liu Guanghui’s lips revealed a bloodthirsty sneer. “My mouth isn’t clean? Her hand is even dirtier! You 

still have the cheek to attend class here after killing someone?” 

Gu Qigi pushed aside Qiu Qiu and raised her chin. She looked at him calmly. “Who did I kill? Why didn’t I 

know?” 

“You—killed my father!” 

“Nonsense! Your father was clearly played to death by a group of old men. What has that got to do with 

my master?!” 

Qiu Qiu slammed the newspaper in his hand onto the blackboard! 

Immediately, the entire class saw the enlarged photo in the tabloid! 

Tsk tsk. Those big white buttocks were really inhumane and disgusting! 

Liu Guanghui was exasperated. He rushed up like a mad dog and tore the newspaper. “This is all 

nonsense! Nonsense! My father isn’t that kind of person!” 

“But in fact, your father played himself to death like that! Hehe, don’t tell me you like to be played like 

this too? I heard that people who are into this like to pretend to be the boss and bully others arrogantly. 

In the past, you always bullied the new students of our Pharmaceutical school. Could it be that 

your butt is hurting from being poked and you’re looking for a sense of existence from us?” Qiu Qiu 

winked, his gaze sweeping across Liu Guanghui’s butt meaningfully. 

The entire class covered their mouths and sniggered! 

They had been bullied by Liu Guanghui like slaves in the past and never thought that Liu Guanghui would 

have such a day. 



Liu Guanghui immediately blushed to the roots of his neck and anxiously defended himself. “No! No! 

Before my father died, his fingers were stained with blood and he wrote the word ‘Qi’ on the 

ambulance! He was announcing the name of the murderer!” 

Although Liu Guanghui didn’t understand why his father knew Gu Qiqi, he clearly remembered that two 

days ago, his father asked him if there was a classmate named Gu Qiqi. Back then, he said that there 

was. The expression on his father’s face was especially excited. 

His father asked a few more questions. He simply exaggerated and said that Gu Qiqi was a useless 

student. She would only be trampled on by him in school. 

After realizing that his father was even more satisfied after he said that, he fabricated a few ugly things 

about Gu Qigi even more unrestrainedly. 

However, after only a few days, her father actually died! Dead! 

And he died in such a shameful manner! 

Her father had been fooling around for decades. It wasn’t his first day. How could he suddenly die? 

After thinking about it, the word “Qi” that his father had left behind was the most suspicious! 

It must be because his father had something to do with Gu Qiqi at the last moment before his death. 

Otherwise, why would his father risk his life to leave behind such a clue for him? 

At this moment, Liu Guanghui looked at Gu Qigi as if he was looking at an enemy who had Killed his 

father. 

On the contrary, Gu Qigi looked at him as if she was looking at an idiot! 

“How would I know why your father wrote seven [The Chinese Pinyin for seven is “Qi” as well] instead of 

one, two, three, eight, and ten? Perhaps he wanted to leave you some inheritance.. Can’t you tell?” 

Chapter 819: I Want You to Get a Death Sentence 

 

Gu Qiqi laughed lightly and wasn’t nervous at all. 

‘The students who were initially a little afraid after hearing about the “murderer” were also amused by 

Gu Qiqi. They couldn’t help but look at Liu Guanghui in ridicule. 

It was fine if Gu Qiqi didn’t say anything about the inheritance, but once she did, it immediately pierced 

Liu Guanghui’s sore spot once more. He was so angry today not because his father was dead, but 

because his father didn’t leave behind a single cent! 

His family’s Yuhui Corporation was actually suspected of international fraud and was sealed. 

According to the lawyer, not only did he not get a single cent of his inheritance, but she also implicated 

him in his heavy debt and made him repay his father’s debt! 

‘Thus, he was at his wits’ end. He thought of dragging Gu Qigi into the water so that she would admit to 

killing someone and compensate him! 

Didn’t they say that Gu Qiqi had a financier backing her? 



“Gu Qiqi, you have to pay with your life for killing someone! Furthermore, you have to compensate me! 

If you surrender yourself to the police now, I can still make you pay less!” 

Gu Qiqi curved her lips and looked at him as if she was looking at a joke. She laughed sarcastically and 

said, “What if I don’t go?” 

“Hmph! Then, I’ll sue you for murder and let you be sentenced to death directly! Also… I want you to go 

bankrupt!” Liu Guanghui said ruthlessly. 

He thought to himself that Gu Qiqi should be afraid this time, right? 

Normal female students would be afraid even if they entered the police station, let alone go to jail and 

be sentenced to death. 

However! 

Gu Qiqi still looked at him in amusement. 

“Oh, then sue me.” 

She didn’t care at all. In fact, the pencil in her hand was still spinning slowly. She exuded a lazy and 

handsome aura. 

‘The students from the Pharmaceutical school were determined to stand on the same side as her. They 

said loudly, “That’s right, Liu Guanghui, you’re so awesome. Go sue her. Let’s see if the police believe 

your awesome story or our Qiqi’s innocence!” 

“You!” Liu Guanghui was defeated. 

He was completely dejected! 

He clenched his fists and wanted to beat Gu Qiqi up to vent his anger. However, he was shocked when 

he met Gu Qigi’s cold eyes! 

Although Gu Qiqi smiled lightly, the coldness in her eyes made him shiver! 

He immediately remembered the terrifying experience of being pressed down and beaten by Gu Qiqi 

that time. He shivered and didn’t dare to cause trouble anymore. 

“Good, good, good. Seems like you want to do this the hard way. If you don’t turn yourself in, just wait 

to be caught!” He gritted his teeth. “I’ll go call the police now!” 

He stomped his feet and turned to leave with a lingering fear. 

“Go, go, go. If you don’t go, you’re going to be a motherf*cker!” Qiu Qiu spat at him from behind. 

He was so angry that he staggered even more. 

At the reporting office. 

Liu Guanghui took a photo of the crooked “Qi” word President Liu left in the ambulance before he died. 

The staff said, “I’m sorry, student.” The surveillance video at the scene shows that this Classmate Gu 

Qiqi didn’t enter or leave the hotel that day as you said. So, please provide more evidence before we 

can establish a case. Just based on a photo, we can’t casually suspect others. Otherwise, the entire 



world 

will be filled with injustice and mistakes.” 

Liu Guanghui gnashed his teeth in anger. Unfortunately, the police officer’s words made sense. He 

couldn’t refute them. 

suddenly, an idea flashed across his mind. “The newspaper said that Young Master Bai was also at the 

scene. If he can prove that he has seen Gu Qiqi, can he be used as powerful evidence?” 

The staff said, “Yes, this can be considered a witness statement.” 

Liu Guanghui hurriedly called Bai Yingzhu. “Yingzhu, is Bai Lang your uncle? Please help me do 

something…” 

Bai Yingzhu agreed. 

She was locked up and could only stay at home, but it wasn’t a problem to find Bai Lang. 

However. 

Chapter 820: This Time, She Had to Trample Gu Qiqi ruthlessly 

 

Ten minutes later. 

Bai Yingzhu replied to Liu Guanghui. “I’m sorry, Senior. My uncle said that he hasn’t seen Gu Qigi at all at 

the scene. He also said… He also said…” 

“What else did she say?!” 

“He also said that your father was… killed by a group of men. He saw it with his own eyes… He asked if 

you needed verification of this?” 

Liu Guanghui was speechless. 

He simply wanted to curse! 

It was fine if this Bai Lang didn’t help him, but he actually stabbed him in the heart! 

Bai Yingzhu hurriedly comforted him. “Senior, don’t be too anxious. Although I can’t help you with this 

matter, I can help you completely crush that country bumpkin Gu Qiqi in the finals!” 

Liu Guanghui said listlessly, “My father is already dead. What’s the use of the competitio 

Bai Yingzhu said, “That’s not what I meant. Senior, you still don’t know why Gu Qiqi participated in this 

competition, right?” 

“why?” 

“Because she has to achieve good results in this competition before she has the chance to go to the 

pharmaceutical school’s Fengyang Chu and get a look at some book. It’s said that she has to get that 

book even if she dies. For this, she didn’t hesitate to go against Fengyang Chu in the last pharmaceutical 

school entrance examination!” 

“Is it the Medicine Manual?” 

“That’s right, that’s right. It’s the Medicine Manual! Senior, I heard that Feng Yangchu is especially easy 



to agitate. You can find Head Shen Ping to vent your anger and make a bet with Feng Yangchu. If their 

pharmaceutical school loses, he can give you the chance to read the Medicine Manual!” 

“Tunderstand now! You want me to crush Gu Qigi and get the chance to read the Medicine Manual. This 

way, Gu Qiqi will crawl under my feet, kowtow, and beg me to tell her what prescription was written in 

the Medicine Manual, right? Hahahaha, in this way, Gu Qigi will be an ant that I can casually 

knead and flatten. Yingzhu, you’re really smart!” 

“Actually, I’m not smart. My aunt told me…” 

“Yingzhu, regarding what you said just now, is there a way to let me win in the finals? Hurry up, tell me 

quickly!” 

“Okay, here’s my plan…” 

Bai Yingzhu revealed the method that Bai Mori had given her! 

Indeed, Liu Guanghui’s eyes lit up. 

“Holy shit, so it’s her… Then we’ll definitely win! Yingzhu, if we win, I’ll treat you to a meal!” 

Bai Yingzhu bit her lips and hatred appeared in her eyes. “There’s no need. When you win, just help me 

step on Gu Qigi ruthlessly! Also, you have to let them lose to the veterinary school. I also want to see 

that bastard Xiao Ning die an ugly death!” 

“Don’t worry!” Liu Guanghui squeezed his fat face into a ball and regained his fighting spirit. 

At the Bai family’s residence. 

“Achoo! Achoo!” 

Bai Lang suddenly sneezed twice. 

“Who’s scolding this divine doctor?” He muttered, “Could it be that stupid brat with the surname Liu just 

now? Hmph, like father like son. That old man with the surname Liu actually dared to touch my Young 

Master Ye. I definitely won’t let the father and son have an easy time!” 

In order to help Young Master Ye vent his anger, he had let go of such a good opportunity to frame Gu 

Qiqi. 

Wasn’t he very noble! 

In the classroom, Gu Qigi also sneezed loudly! 

Eh, why did it seem that someone was thinking about her behind her back? 

After class, Beiming Tian specially came to the entrance of the first year building and lurked around, He 

wanted to chat with her a little, but in the end, he was cold and arrogant and pretended to be passing 

by. 

He only said to her awkwardly, “The finals are in a few days. Don’t idle around and don’t be arrogant.. 

Prepare yourself well!” 


